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Guest Editorial: General Games
I. GENERAL GAMES RESEARCH

A general game player (GGP) is a computer program that
plays a range of games well, rather than specializing in

any one particular game. Such programs have potential benefits
for AI and CI research, where the creation of artificial general
intelligence remains one of the open grand challenges.
GGPs were first proposed in the 1960s [1] and became a re-

ality in the 1990s with the METAGAME system [2] and commer-
cial program ZILLIONS OF GAMES [3], both of which focused
on general Chess-like games. The specification of the official
game description language (GDL) and annual AAAI GGP com-
petitions followed in the first decade of this century, providing
a platform for serious academic study into this topic [4]. The
recent advent of Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) methods has
allowed the development of truly competitive GGP agents [5],
and there is current research interest in applying GGP principles
to general video games [6].
In this special issue, we focus on three key aspects of general

games research, that are relevant to any GGP:
1) representation: the description and encoding of games de-
fine a system’s scope (and limitations);

2) interpretation: games must be interpreted correctly and ef-
ficiently by any resulting AI agent;

3) exploitation: agents should ideally harness learned knowl-
edge to improve behavior in new contexts.

The eight papers accepted for publication in this spe-
cial issue of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE AND AI IN GAMES (T-CIAIG) investigate these
three key aspects. The aim of this special issue it to provide
a snapshot of current work in general games research, and to
identify potential launching points for future research into the
next generation of general game systems.

A. Representation

Any given GGP will typically have an associated game de-
scription language that defines the scope of games that it sup-
ports. This issue of representation is probably the most impor-
tant factor in determining the generality of a given player, and
remains an obstacle to true universality while different players
exist within their own conceptual frames.
Game description languages tend to be declarative in nature,

and can be characterized as being low level or high level (or a
mixture of both). A low-level game language describes games
in terms of simple, general instructions that update the game
state, e.g., using first-order logic. Low-level game descriptions
are more general but can be verbose, and the rules of the game
are not always obvious from the description. A high-level game
language, on the other hand, encapsulates useful game-specific
knowledge into conceptual chunks, which are more efficient and
convenient to work with at the expense of generality. High-level
game languages can be structured to describe games as human
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designers might conceptualize them, hence can be more com-
prehensible, and can also include low-level functionality for the
best of both worlds.
The first paper in this special issue, “The game description

language is Turing complete” by Saffidine [7], shows that the
official GDL used in the AAAI GGP competitions is Turing
complete, and proposes strengthening the recursion restriction
of the original GDL specification to ensure that resulting games
will be decidable. This paper finally answers a question raised
previously in the literature, which was generally assumed to be
true but never proven until now.
Schaul then describes an alternative game description lan-

guage in his paper “An extensible description language for
video games” [8]. His Python-based framework provides an
extensible approach for quickly prototyping 2-D video games,
to facilitate game design and the benchmarking of experimental
learning algorithms. This system combines the benefits of both
the low-level and high-level approaches, as it allows the user
to work with code fragments at the conceptual level, but also
interactively program new behavior at runtime at the code level.
Schmidt describes the extension of the ZILLIONS OF GAMES

program in his paper “The axiom general purpose game playing
system” [9]. Schmidt’s Axiom system overcomes limitations
in ZILLIONS OF GAMES to broaden the range of possible games
through an extensible game description language based on
Forth, in another example of a programming language used to
supplement a game description language.

B. Interpretation

GGPs must be able to interpret games within their domain
correctly and execute them efficiently. This is especially impor-
tant in the context of general games, where standard techniques
used to optimize dedicated single game programs cannot typi-
cally be applied across the board.
Schiffel and Björnsson describe how the choice of interpreter

can be critical for GDL players, in their paper “Efficiency of
GDL reasoners” [10]. They provide an overview of open-source
GDL reasoners currently available, their pros and cons, and rel-
ative performance on a number of test cases, and highlight the
performance implications when moving from dedicated single
game players to general game players.
While most GGPs operate on abstract mathematical models

of games, Hausknecht et al. take a visual approach to playing
general video games based on feedback from the raw pixels on
the screen, in their paper “A neuroevolution approach to general
Atari game playing” [11]. Their HyperNEAT system, based on
neuroevolution techniques, has learned to play 61 Atari video
games directly from the console with considerable success, even
surpassing human performance in some of the games.

C. Exploitation

The driving motivation behind general games research is the
development of artificial general intelligence, and the creation
of AI agents able to reason and function in new contexts. To
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this end, the exploitation of knowledge learned in one context
(i.e., game) to other contexts (i.e., other games) is of the utmost
interest. The final three papers in this special issue examine dif-
ferent techniques for deriving such learned knowledge and har-
nessing it in new situations.
In “Self-adaptation of playing strategies in general game

playing” [12], Świechowski and Mańdziuk describe how their
GGP agent MINI-Player maintains a pool of likely strategies
and automatically selects appropriate combinations of these
to play a given game. These strategies include concepts such
as distance to goal, material count, mobility, and so on. This
approach is similar in concept to earlier advisor-based systems
[2], [13], but in this case the strategies are used to bias MCTS
simulations to good effect.
Similarly, Benbassat and Sipper evolve evaluation functions

for games in their paper “EvoMCTS: A scalable approach for
general game learning” [14], and use these to guide the playout
strategy of their MCTS player. Their approach is scalable and
surpasses handcrafted AI players using little domain knowl-
edge and no expert domain knowledge, for a number of abstract
strategy games.
Finally, Tak et al. investigate domain-independent decay

methods for improving simulation-based playout strategies in
their paper “Decaying simulation strategies” [15]. They demon-
strate that three simple decay methods (called move decay,
batch decay, and simulation decay) can significantly improve
the performance of MCTS players when used in appropriate
combinations, for both turn-taking and simultaneous-move
games.

II. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

To date, general games research has focused on the defini-
tion, interpretation, and playing of games. The next logical step
is to incorporate a generational component to produce complete
general game systems (GGSs) that also evaluate and design
games, as procedural content generation (PCG) [16] becomes
an increasingly important research topic for both the academic
and commercial game sectors. While preliminary studies have
demonstrated successful cases of computer-aided game design
[2], [17] and fully automated game design through the evolution
of rule sets [13], we are yet to see a fully integrated GGS that
harnesses its general game expertise for the intelligent design of
new games.
Finally, we would like to conclude by again emphasizing

the point that each game description language imposes a rep-
resentational frame around its associated general game player
or system. It would be interesting to explore ways to transcend
these frames, to allow the cross-pollination of strategic and
design concepts between different systems, different types of
games, and even between game and nongame domains.
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